FEDERAL REGULATIONS PROHIBIT CPC PROFITATION IN ADVERTISING

Putting the best at your fingertips®
P.O. Box 190 • Maywood, IL 60153
www.chaseproducts.com

COCKROACHES, WATER BUGS, PALMETTO BUGS, SILVERFISH, FIREFLIES, CRICKETS, SCorpIONS, SPIDERS, MILLipedES, CATERPiLTERS, SPORfulIg and PILL BUGS. Spray into hidden places such as cracks and crevices, behind sinks, cabinets, along baseboards and floors, under doors and windows, and at areas above with spray whenever possible.

AINT: Spray bait, nests and points of entry. Spray on ants where possible.

CARPET BEDBUGS: Spray directly on beetles, floors, baseboards, shelves and cabinets.

BEDBUGS: Spray mattresses, particularly around tufts and seams. Take bed apart and spray into all parts. Treat baseboards, wainscoting and floors. Repeat treatment as necessary. Allow all sprayed articles to dry thoroughly before use.

FLIES AND TICKS, INCLUDING THOSE WHICH MAY CAUSE LycE, DISTHLETS AND LARDS: Remove and thoroughly clean or destroy pet bedding. Spray pet sleeping quarters, bed, entire floor covering with special attention to cracks and crevices around baseboards, and window and door frames. Infested upholstery and furniture and mattresses may also be treated with this product. A nest or cocoon should be made to unfold or dry fabrics in an inconspicuous place before use.

TO CLEAR EGGS AND LICE: Spray in all inconspicuous areas to test for possible dental or destruction, inspect again after drying, then spray in spray articles to be treated. Horticulture of lice and dogs with regular intervals.

OUTDOORS
Remove all exposed food and cooking utensils. Cover all food handling surfaces or wash thoroughly after treatment and before use. Do not use near edible crops.

Park spray sprays away from food. Hold nozzle slightly downward angled for best results, spray when wind is calm. Allow a few minutes for product to take effect. Sprays with weed or debris coming.

FROGS, SALAMANDERS, SNAKES, SMALL REPTILES AND SNAILS: Use high pressure to hit insects. Deter spray to avoid whether or grass from at least 3 to 6 feet away. Special care is necessary to avoid injuring others such as damage pests. Spray to slightly wet the surface. Also spray legs of lizards, reptiles to control insects. Spray at a distance of 2 to 3 feet from food areas.

The USER OF THIS PRODUCT ASSUMES ALL RISK IN USE, STORAGE AND HANDLING IN ACCORDANCE WITH ITS INSTRUCTIONS AND CAUTIONS.

Americans! Dispose of all unused food and cooking utensils. Cover all food handling surfaces or wash thoroughly after treatment and before use. Do not use near edible crops.

PROTECTS FOR UP TO 2 WEEKS AGAINST ANTS, COCKROACHES AND HOUSEFLEAS.
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